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Tactical Periodization

Chapter 10: Training Sessions (2 Match Week)

TACTICAL OBJECTIVES EXAMPLE (2 MATCH WEEK)
MONDAY

GAME MODEL
(“RECOVERY”)

TUESDAY

ATTACKING
& DEFENSIVE
PHASE

y We work on areas of improvement from the last game.
y Defensive line works on coordinated movements during the defensive phase. They maintain short
distances between each other and shift across, forward and back in relation to the ball position.
y We work on directing the opponent towards where we want them to go and pressing “all together.”

y
y
y
y

“Activation” for the match the next day.
We create our session after analysing our opposition’s tactics.
E.g. Building up play patterns against the opposition’s 3-5-2 formation with a middle defensive line.
Defending from crosses.

WEDNESDAY

MATCH DAY

THURSDAY

GAME MODEL
(“RECOVERY”)

FRIDAY

ATTACKING
& DEFENSIVE
PHASE

SATURDAY

STRATEGIC
DIMENSION
(WEEKLY REVIEW)

y We work on areas of improvement from the last game.
y Fast ball circulation and switching play to the weak side.
y E.g. Building up play patterns against the opposition’s 4-4-2 formation with a high defensive line.

y
y
y
y

“Speed of play” (we work on fast decision-making).
We create our session after analysing our next opposition’s tactics.
Defending and preventing direct play to both forwards and winning the second ball.
Switch play or play a forward pass very quickly to avoid opposition from creating a “pressing zone.”

y “Activation” for the match the next day.
y Midfielders running from deep to support attacks.
y E.g. Pressing: Making the play predictable by directing the opponent to play out with their left
centre back as he is right footed and has problems technically.

SUNDAY

MATCH DAY
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FRIDAY (2 MATCH WEEK): Lower Learning of Game Model - Speed of Play

FRIDAY

LOWER LEARNING OF
GAME MODEL
(SPEED OF PLAY)

SESSION OBJECTIVES (TRANSITION ATTACK TO DEFENCE):
⊲ Defending direct play towards two forwards and winning the second ball
⊲ Switch play or play a forward pass very quickly to avoid the first pressure after
ggwinning the ball

SPECIFIC PRACTICE GUIDELINES:
Sub-subprinciples
of play

Medium
number of
players
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Medium
level of
discontinuous
training

Specific
speed of play
training

Medium area
of play

Sectorial &
intersectorial
situations

Very short
training
durations
(5 - 30 secs)

Relative
maximal
intensity of
concentration
(see pg. 93)
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FRIDAY (2 MATCH WEEK): Lower Learning of Game Model - Speed of Play

Practice 1 (Sectorial): Defending Direct Play into 2 Forwards
and Winning the Second Ball in a Dynamic Practice

Sub-Sub-Principles of Play
yy Dropping off and winning the second ball.
yy Using the correct defensive body shape.
yy Marking while always keeping aware of the spaces, the
ball and the goal to get a positional advantage.
yy Second ball awareness.
yy Timing runs to arrive in finishing positions.
yy Making runs on the blind side of defenders.

Practice Organisation

yy The practice starts with a long diagonal ball from the
coach into the central area - the blue centre backs and
red forwards compete in a duel.
yy Both central midfielders (red and blue) move forward
to try and win the second ball.
yy Whichever central midfielder (red or blue) gains
possession, that team launches a 5 v 3 attack utilising
the neutral wingers who enter the pitch at this point.
yy In the diagram example, the red central midfielder
gains possession and the reds have 6 seconds to score.

yy Time: 12 x 20 second sets.
yy Numbers: Players work in pairs as shown + 1 GK.
yy Coaching breaks: Only between repetitions (recovery).

yy The blues drop off and defend their goal, trying to win
possession back. If they do, they then launch a fast
break attack (5 v 3) and the first pass must be forward
or out wide to a winger.

Practice Description

yy When the first phase is finished, the coach passes a
second ball to the team that was defending and the 2
teams compete for 20 seconds of transition actions.

yy We mark out an area in the centre as shown and we
have 2 blue centre backs against 2 red forwards.
yy Each team has a central midfielder waiting outside, and
there are also 2 yellow neutral wingers at the sides.
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yy The offside rule is applied throughout.
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